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October 23, at That company became Amber in , which in turn was merged with Interbrew, the Belgian
brewer, in , and expanded to include Anheuser Busch, the US beer maker, in to become the largest beer
manufacturer in the world. I made the bulk of my money early in my holding life, but Amber has remained in
my portfolio, a place holder that provides me exposure to both the beverage business and Latin America, while
delivering mostly positive returns. While it is entirely possible to create value from acquisitions, I have argued
that creating growth through acquisitions is difficult to do , and doubly so when the acquisition is of a large
public company. So, here we go! The Fog of Deal Making: Breaking down an acquisition The first casualty in
deal making is good sense, as the fog of the deal, created by bankers, managers, consultants and journalists,
clouds the numbers. When you acquire a company, there are three and only three possible motives that are
consistent with intrinsic value. In effect, you are behaving like any value investor would in the market and
there is no need for you to either change the way the target company is run or look for synergy benefits. You
buy a company that you believe is badly managed, with the intent of changing the way it is run. If you are
right on the first count and can make the necessary changes, the value of the firm should increase under your
management. You buy a company that you believe, when combined with a business or resource that you
already own, will be able to do things that you could not have done as separate entities. The key distinction
between synergy and control is that control does not require another entity or even a change in managers. Note
that these motives can co-exist in the same acquisition and are not mutually exclusive. To assess whether these
motives apply or make sense , there are four numbers that you need to track: This is the price at which you can
acquire the target company. If it is a private business, it will be negotiated and probably based on what others
are paying for similar businesses. This is the value of the target company, run by existing management and
based on existing investing, financing and dividend policies. This is the value of the target company, with
changes to investing, financing and dividend policies. This can be estimated by valuing the combined
company with the synergy benefits built in and subtracting out the value of the acquiring company, as a stand
alone entity, and the restructured value of the target company. Connecting these numbers to the motives, here
are the conditions you would need for each motive to make sense by itself.
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Pre-acquisition history[ edit ] The origins of the company date back to the foundation of South African
Breweries in in South Africa. For many decades, the operations of South African Breweries were mainly
limited to southern Africa, where it had established a dominant position in the market during South African
Apartheid, until when it began investing in Europe. The taste is described as "somewhat bitter, somewhat
tangy, not sweet". The new bottler, Coca-Cola Beverages Africa , will serve 12 high-growth countries
accounting for approximately 40 percent of all Coca-Cola beverage volumes in Africa. SABMiller will hold
57 percent shareholding in the proposed venture. The deal, however, would need to go through several
regulatory hurdles which would require certain operations to be spun off the group. Molson Coors also
retained "the rights to all of the brands currently in the MillerCoors portfolio for the U. This deal closed on
December 21, However, the subsequent sale of much of the business in such countries to Asahi Breweries
may affect the Zug operation. Africa and Asia incl. The deal closed on October 12, US antitrust regulators
approved the joint venture on 5 June The merger was completed on 30 June and MillerCoors began operation
as a combined entity on 1 July The combined venture was[ clarification needed ] headquartered in Chicago ,
Illinois. Prior to the sale to Annheuser-Busch Inbev in October , the brands included: As per the agreement
with the regulators prior to the sale, the company sold to Molson Coors full ownership of the Miller brand
portfolio outside of the U. All of the Miller brands were sold to Molson Coors on 11 October Pilsner Urquell
and Tyskie are among the brands being sold to Asahi Breweries. In December , Coca Cola Co. The deal
requires regulatory approval and should close by the end of They use new lightweight bottles that use 30
percent less glass. The corporation provides links to such reports on their own website. SABMiller has denied
these allegations. It releases its tax contributions for four of the 17 African markets in which it operates. News
reports indicated that "three
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A condensed set of SABMiller? That information, together with the information set out below, which is
extracted from the Annual Report, constitutes the material required by Disclosure and Transparency Rule 6.
This announcement is not a substitute for reading the full Annual Report. Page numbers and cross-references
in the extracted information below refer to page numbers and sections in the Annual Report. Failing to Topline
growth? Drive superior sustainable and behaviours develop and progression does our brand portfolios in every
topline growth. Actively shape our evolving, and at strength and and external target current and future global
mix to drive a an increasingly relevance of our expectations. Developing a beer category? Build a globally
Competition in shoppers and come under structure that enables us to integrated the beverage customers.
Failing to opportunities are beer category, and our share optimise resources, expanding and continue to missed
and lower of it. Ensuring we have deep reduce costs. Building our brand equities through innovation and
compelling marketing programmes; creating a pipeline of opportunities to support our premium offering.
Focusing on monitoring and benchmarking commercial performance and developing the critical commercial
capabilities that are required in order to win in local markets. Failing to Lower growth rate,? Actively shape
our consolidation brewing and participate in the profitability and target analysis to consider global mix to
drive a beverages right financial returns. Paying too Failure to maintain transactions. Drive superior continue
to much to acquire a our competitive? Potential transactions are topline growth. Only continue to be
implementing opportunities with potential opportunities to integration plans to create value are pursued.
Proven integration growth markets,? Failing to processes, procedures and to realise synergy identify and
practices are applied to benefits from develop the ensure delivery of expected integration and to capabilities
returns. Activities to deliver global scale. Development of non- traditional capabilities to enter and grow
profitably in new markets. Rigorous adherence to the? Drive superior changes increasingly high regulation
places profitability and principle of self-regulation topline growth. Actively shape our over alcohol restrictions
on the contribution to local policies and management global mix to drive a consumption in availability and
communities in review. Building and maintaining profile. Build a globally industry is coming? Tax and excise
Loss of consumer across the group to facilitate integrated under more changes cause goodwill and public
sound risk analysis and organisation to pressure from pressure on sentiment. Constructive engagement reduce
costs. Working collaboratively with them to address the harmful use of alcohol. Investment to improve the
economic and social impact of our businesses in local communities and working in partnership with local
governments and NGOs. Driving our Prosper shared imperatives to make a sustainable and measurable
difference to the communities and ecosystems in which we operate. Management We believe that? Failing to
Failure to deliver? Build a globally capability our people are identify, develop the group? Management model,
optimise resources, therefore it is pipeline of strategic people resourcing win in market and essential that we
talented Lower long-term and long-term talent reduce costs. Drive superior maintain global present and?
Sustaining a strong culture topline growth. Delivering We continue to? Failing to derive Increased? Build a
globally business execute major the expected programme costs, involved in monitoring integrated
transformation efficiency benefits from the lower benefits than progress and in making key organisation to
programmes that projects currently planned, delays in decisions. Mechanisms in place to win in market and
processes, reduce? Failing to and business track both costs and reduce costs. Actively shape our local
programme costs? Rigorous programme global mix to drive a management or ensure Reputational
management and superior growth teams to focus execution is in damage and governance processes profile.
Information and There is? Disruption of Loss of competitive? Build a globally cyber security increasing
information advantage and articulation and integrated sophistication of technology IT reputational
implementation of organisation to cyber-attack systems and a loss damage through the information security
policies. Increased investment to win in market and Business? Building and enhancing personal data
disruption. Failing to flows or financial security incidents. Acquisition A key aspect of? Failing to deliver
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integrated communicated communicated as for strong market to effectively deliver organisation to financial
value part of the commercial volume, value and market optimise resources, creation. Failing to making value?
Continued monitoring of reduce costs. Related party transactions a. Parties with significant influence over the
group: There were no transactions with Altria during the year. SDG is considered to be a related party of the
group by virtue of its There were no transactions with SDG during the year ended 31 March Associates and
joint ventures Details relating to transactions with associates and joint ventures are analysed below.
Guarantees provided in respect of associates? Transactions with key management The group has a related
party relationship with the directors of the group and members of the excom as key management. Key
management compensation is provided in note 6c. Company law requires the directors to prepare financial
statements for each financial year. Under company law the directors must not approve the consolidated
financial statements unless they are satisfied that they give a true and fair view of the state of affairs of the
group and company and of the profit or loss of the group for that period. In preparing those financial
statements, the directors are required to: The directors are responsible for keeping adequate accounting records
that are sufficient to show and explain the transactions of the company and group and disclose with reasonable
accuracy at any time the financial position of the company and group and enable them to ensure that the
company and consolidated financial statements and the directors? They are also responsible for safeguarding
the assets of the company and the group and hence for taking reasonable steps for the prevention and detection
of fraud and other irregularities. A copy of the consolidated and company financial statements is placed on the
company? The directors are responsible for the maintenance and integrity of the statutory and audited
information on the company? Legislation in the United Kingdom governing the preparation and dissemination
of financial statements may differ from legislation in other jurisdictions. The directors consider that the annual
report and accounts, taken as a whole, is fair, balanced and understandable and provides the information
necessary for shareholders to assess the group? Each of the directors, whose names and functions are listed on
pages 52 and 53 of this annual report, confirm that, to the best of his or her knowledge: The directors in office
at the date of this report have each confirmed that: Morgan Equities South Africa Pty Ltd This announcement
does not constitute an offer to sell or issue or the solicitation of an offer to buy or acquire ordinary shares in
the capital of SABMiller plc the "company" or any other securities of the company or its subsidiaries or
associates in any jurisdiction or an inducement to enter into investment activity. This announcement is
intended to provide information to shareholders. It should not be relied upon by any other party or for any
other purpose. These statements contain the words? All statements other than statements of historical facts
included in this announcement, including, without limitation, those regarding the company? Such
forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other important factors that
could cause the actual results, performance or achievements of the company to be materially different from
future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. Such
forward-looking statements are based on numerous assumptions regarding the company? These
forward-looking statements speak only as at the date of this announcement. Factors which may cause
differences between actual results and those expected or implied by the forward-looking statements include,
but are not limited to: The company expressly disclaims any obligation or undertaking to disseminate any
updates or revisions to any forward-looking statements contained herein to reflect any change in the company?
The past business and financial performance of SABMiller plc is not to be relied on as an indication of its
future performance. The JSE does not, whether expressly, tacitly or implicitly, represent, warrant or in any
way guarantee the truth, accuracy or completeness of the information published on SENS. The JSE, their
officers, employees and agents accept no liability for or in respect of any direct, indirect, incidental or
consequential loss or damage of any kind or nature, howsoever arising, from the use of SENS or the use of, or
reliance on, information disseminated through SENS.
Chapter 4 : SABMiller plc - calendrierdelascience.com
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SABMiller plc, through its subsidiaries, engages in the manufacture, distribution, and sale of beverages worldwide. It
offers beer, soft drinks, and fruit juices, as well as involves in brewing and hop farming activities.

Chapter 5 : International Breweries Plc.
SABMiller plc Annual Report - SABMiller acquires the London-based Meantime Brewing Company, a pioneer in British
modern craft beer. - The board of SABMiller reaches.

Chapter 6 : SAB - SABMILLER PLC - Interim results announcement - 12/11/
SABMiller Annual Report 1. SABMiller plc Annual Report SABMiller plc Annual Report 2. We are in the beer and soft
drinks business. We bring refreshment and sociability to millions of people all over the world who enjoy.

Chapter 7 : Audited report for the year ended 31st March, International Breweries Plc
SABMiller plc JSEALPHA CODE: SAB ISIN CODE: SOSAB ISIN CODE: GB 23 June Annual Financial Report
SABMiller plc has today submitted a copy of the Annual Report and Accounts, Notice of the Annual General Meeting
and Shareholder Proxy Form (UK) to the National Storage Mechanism and they will shortly be available for.

Chapter 8 : SAB - SABMILLER PLC - Annual Financial Report - 23/06/
UK beverage company SABMiller revises its headline earnings per share (eps) to follow new South African listing
requirements and restates comparative figures, leading to a % decrease in headline eps from US cents to US cents.

Chapter 9 : SABMiller - Wikipedia
ANADOLU EFES ANNUAL REPORT of the shares are owned by SABMiller Harmony Limited and are registered
shares, while ,, of the.
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